Brandon Medical’s Equipment Package

Brandon Medical offers a range of specialist medical equipment
designed for your clinical workspace. From bespoke solutions to
premium quality products, we can design a tailored package to meet
your requirements.

Medical Architectural

Brandon’s expertise and capabilities in manufacturing
and engineering enables us to supply engineered
solutions to each specific project. Our Mediclean®
UCV systems are fitted completely flush to the
ceiling, and use special particle counters to measure
contamination in the sterile area in real-time, to alert
staff if air quality is reduced. Our Atlas Pendants®
have been designed with virtually unlimited
movement and extensive customisation options.
Brandon Medical’s expertise in design has helped
develop the next generation in medical pendants.

Medical Audio-Visual Systems

Medical Lighting

Our expanding range of high quality medical
lighting includes Operating Theatre Lights, Minor
Surgical Lights and Examination Lights. HD-LED
technology is integrated into our Quasar® eLite,
Astralite and Astramax surgical lights, which was
stated to be the “Best LED in Europe for medical
applications’ European Elektra Awards 2010.
Brandon Medical’s Coolview® examination range
is designed for virtually any examination procedure
including dermatology and consultation.

Control and Power

We specialise in designing bespoke power
supplies and control panels to suit client specific
requirements. These include, IPS/UPS systems,
BEPU battery packs, Remote Controls and
Theatre Control Panels. With simple installation,
Brandon Medical’s power supplies and control
panels, provide a comprehensive solution to your
clinical workspace.

Symposia® is a toolkit for digital media solutions
designed specifically for healthcare applications. The
system connects medical professionals to a range
of audio-visual resources which can be accessed
immediately from any location. Brandon Medical’s
HD camera systems are specifically designed for
use in the operating theatre. Our unique ‘Stable
Image’ technology eliminates ‘Visual Banding’ and
camera interference normally seen with LED lights.
Symposia® is ideal for advanced surgical skills
training centres where it is used by experienced
surgeons to up-skill and share best practice.

